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                CASA BAHIA  HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION 

                         POLICY AND PROCEDURES

        Subject:  Decision-Making Criteria For Board Members

          Purpose:.  To provide decision-making guidelines for board members to assist them in     

    making informed decisions that will be consistent with related board documents and fair to       

   current and future homeowners.                               

          Background: History has shown that most board members inherently want to support

their fellow homeowners, particularly if that homeowner is vocal and appears to be committed to

a specific course of action. Board members, like most homeowners, want to be liked and because

they have volunteered their time to participate in the management of the Association, they may

be predisposed to go along with most any "reasonable" request for board action from their fellow

homeowners. While this is a laudable initial attitude, board members must remind themselves

that they have a greater moral and legal responsibility to the Association to carefully examine

every issue that they will vote on to insure they understand the legal implications and the impact

it will have on the majority of the homeowners. A seeming simply issue, deviation or policy

which is quickly approved by a board without much discussion or analysis, can trigger future

unintended consequences that can have a detrimental effect on the Association and it's

homeowners.

                                     Every board director has a responsibility to understand his or her fiduciary

duty to perform due diligence. Fiduciary duty means a duty to act for the benefit of the majority

of homeowners while subordinating your personal interests to that of the Association. This is the

highest standard of duty implied by the law. Failure to consider all aspects and consequences of

an issue before voting is a breach of fiduciary duty because due diligence was not performed.

Board members can legally be held personally responsible for the unintended consequences when

this occurs. So while you, as a board member, may  hold a personal view on a particular issue, it

is important to remember that you are legally bound to vote, not your personal preference, but in

support of the side of the issue that benefits the majority of the homeowners. 

                Procedure:  To assist board members in evaluating both sides of an issue and its'

impact and consequences to the majority of the homeowners, it is recommended that you ask

yourself four basic questions about the issue under discussion prior to voting on it. This is

particularly important when considering special requests from individual homeowners, such as

unit modification approvals.
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                  1. Does the board have the authority to approve this issue/request?

                                            Boards do not have the power to approve or disapprove all issues.

The CC&R's and Davis-Sterling define the limits of the board's authority. Check these

documents before voting on any unusual requests or issues. For example, boards may not sell

common area to homeowners and our board cannot change the 3 tier dues system without 100%

agreement of the homeowners and mortgage holders. It may be necessary to engage legal counsel

if there's is any question about whether the board can decide on an issue/request.

                    2. Is the issue/request permitted by our Rules and Regulations and  CC&Rs?      

                                            Check the Association's legal documents before approving a

request/issue to ensure it is not specifically disallowed. Aside from creating an embarrassing

situation if the board approves something that is not permitted by our documents, it also may        

creates an unnecessary legal problem for the Association.

                    3. Is approving this issue/request in the best interests of the majority of the         

                       homeowners and will any individual homeowners or the Association be            

                      worse off or inconvenienced because of it?

                                   Remember not to get too focused on the details of an individual request

and forget to take a step back and look at the impact a request will have on the majority of the

homeowners. Even if a specific request does not benefit any other homeowner it still may be OK

to approve it if the board can be 100% sure that its' approval will not result in any detrimental

consequences to other homeowners or the Association. This should be the primary focus for the    

board in determining whether to approve or disapprove a homeowner's request. 

                                    This is one of the most difficult questions to answer because it requires

some creative thinking outside the box. A seemingly straightforward request can sometimes

result in problems years down the road. Case in point, a prior board approved an owner's request

to add a second access door to his  two-story unit for fire safety reasons. Years later, a new owner

illegally subdivided the unit and rented out the second floor because it now had a separate

entrance. Unintended consequences are hard to predict so the best rule is, " Never grant any

exceptions are deviations from the Rules and Regulations and CC&R's."

             

                                  

                     4. Am I prepared to approve this same request from any and all homeowners    

                         in the future?

Ask yourself, would our community environment, building and association

be better off if this were approved for everyone? If one or two or more homeowners want

approval to do the same thing next year or five years from now, are we as a board, ready to

approve it? If the answer is not a  resounding "yes", then it should definitely not be approved.

Because if you approve it now, for one homeowner, the next homeowner looking for approval is

going to say; " Well, you approved a request like this in the past, how come you won't approve
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mine?" A board must act consistently in their decisions and actions or leave themselves open to

charges of discrimination or favoritism. There is no legal recourse for the board, should this

situation occur.  

                                    

                                        By carefully considering the answers to these four questions, it is hoped

that the board can make informed decisions that benefit the majority of the homeowners while

keeping themselves and the Association out of legal trouble.
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